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Great Kids Deserve a Great Education! 

LVS Vision:  

To be a globally competitive virtual school 
providing quality, student-centered education 
which develops model citizens using challeng-
ing, innovative and active learning. 

LVS Mission:    

The mission of The Lee Virtual School is to 
expand access for all students to rigorous, 
relevant curriculum that incorporates skills 
and knowledge students need to succeed in 
the 21st century, delivered electronically with 
dynamic scheduling and pacing. 
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LEE VIRTUAL SCHOOL 

Lee Virtual School (LVS) is a school within the School 

District of Lee County offering full and part time internet 

based instruction for students in grades K-12.  As a public 

school within the District, LVS follows the District school 

calendar and policies.  LVS students have the advantage of 

flexible scheduling and pacing, and easy, continual access 

to teachers, virtually and in person, for all grade levels. 

The dedication of students, parents, teachers, staff and 

a strong partnership with prominent virtual curriculum pro-

viders make LVS an effective program that continues to 

grow to meet the needs of students in our community—so 

effective that Lee Virtual School has been an “A” school for 

many years in a row and has been recognized by U. S. 

News & World Report as a Bronze school in its list of the 

best schools in the nation.  LVS has also been among the 

top three middle and high schools end of year testing  eve-

ry year.   

In keeping with our mission to expand access for all stu-

dents to rigorous, relevant curriculum that incorporates 

skills and knowledge students need to succeed in the 21st 

century, LVS has developed a part-time program offering 

students in traditional District schools the opportunity to 

experience the benefits of virtual education and meet the 

State’s virtual requirement for graduation.  Part time stu-

dents may have their virtual course built in to their school 

schedule or complete their virtual courses outside of their 

reqular school hours, depending upon policy of their school 

of enrollment. 

We strive for all students to receive quality, flexible, 

online learning options and be successful in realizing their 

full potential through a virtual education experience. 
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Lee Virtual Elementary  
Grades K-5 Enrollment Option 

    Kindergarten through 5th grade  students who enroll in 

LVS will learn through curriculum and instructional resources 

that are facilitated by a parent or designated learning coach 

with direction from an assigned teacher.  The  unique and rig-

orous approach for elementary virtual instruction utilizes both 

online and traditional resources.  Once enrolled, students will 

be assigned a grade level appropriate teacher who works 

closely with the child and the designated learning coach.     

    Lee Virtual School services for elementary students in-

clude teacher support and instruction, daily lesson plans, a vi-

brant, online community and many opportunities for face to 

face activities.  Interaction takes place online as well as via 

email, online conferencing, frequent phone contact and in per-

son.  Student assignments are a combination of computer 

based and traditional written work. 
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Lee Virtual School Secondary  
 Grades 6-12 Enrollment Options 

Students in grades 6-12 may enroll in LVS as full time 

diploma seeking students or may choose to enroll in one or 

more virtual courses through the their assigned school of 

enrollment. 

Full Time Enrollment 

Diploma seeking students will follow the student grade level 

progression plan and enroll in the six courses per year required 

to earn a standard Lee County High School diploma. Courses 

include a variety of electives, honors and advanced placement 

courses.  LVS is also able to facilitate college level dual 

enrollment opportunities for high school students residing in 

Lee County who meet certain pre-admission requirements.  

Home education and private school students may choose to 

enroll as part-time students in one or more virtual courses as a 

means to earn additional graduation credits or enrich learning. 

There is no cost for this program to students residing in Lee 

County. 

All full-time LVS secondary education students have the 

added benefit of having certified educators available to offer 

assistance electronically, group study meetings and face to 

face meetings right here in Lee County!  There are also 

multiple academic and enrichment activities offered. For more 

information,  visit our website, http://lvip.leeschools.net. 
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Lee Virtual School Secondary  
 Part-Time Enrollment Option 

Lee Virtual School works in partnership with the traditional 

secondary schools in the District to provide students in grades 

6-12 the opportunity to expand their educational options and/

or meet the State virtual course requirement for graduation.  

These students can choose to enroll in Lee Virtual School 

courses at any point during the school year and may remain 

enrolled year round.  The traditional schools determine how 

best for their students to take virtual classes:  during school 

hours as part of their schedules in a “virtual learning lab” or 

after school hours at home.   

The schools choosing the Virtual Learning Lab option  

provide a designated classroom/computer lab with a facilitator.  

The virtual class is built in to each student’s schedule and they 

report to the designated room pursuant to that schedule.  Lee 

Virtual School maintains a staff of teachers dedicated to the 

success of these “part-time” virtual students.  The teachers 

schedule visits to the learning labs, providing opportunities for 

face-to-face instruction, in addition to the usual electronic 

means of communicating found in virtual education:  

telephone, texts and e-mails. 

Alternatively, District students may add a virtual course to 

their educational pursuits outside of school hours and complete 

required coursework after their regular school hours—at home 

or wherever their after school activities may permit. 

This cooperative arrangement between Lee Virtual School 

and traditional District schools brings virtual educational 

opportunities to all students and prepares them for success 

with post graduation tasks and responsibilities in today’s world. 
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Student Services and Activities 

 

   Lee Virtual School (LVS) seeks to provide students with 

many of the educational activities offered by traditional, brick-

and-mortar schools despite its “virtual” platform.  This includes 

field trips appropriate to each level, both National Honor and 

National Junior Honor 

Societies, Math teams 

for Middle and High 

School levels, and 

clubs:  Spanish Club, 

Drone/Technology 

Club, Art Club, Ele-

mentary Book Club 

and more.  The list of 

opportunities grows each year as students and faculty are wel-

come to organize new activities each year. 

    Students seeking additional 

help in various subject areas 

can work with teachers by 

scheduling specific times using 

an on-line calendar. 
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LVS Elementary Program 
LVS Elementary interdisciplinary curriculum is designed to teach the 

Florida standards using interrelated activities. The courses are divid-

ed into four subject areas: Language Arts, Social Studies, Mathemat-

ics, and Science with an overlay of the technology skills important to 

function in the 21st century. Many standards cross subject areas and 

are taught and measured in both classes. The following skills cross 

grade levels and subjects and form the basis of more discrete subject 

matter skills taught in LVS Elementary.  

Students will be able to:  

• Make sense of problems and persevere to solve them.  

• Construct viable arguments.  

• Ask and answer questions.  

• Use digital tools effectively.  

• Work collaboratively with others.  

• Participate in shared research and writing projects.  

• Explain why we have rules and consequences without them.  

• Speak and write complete sentences.  

• Know and apply grade-level phonics and analysis skills in decoding 
words.  

• Read a variety of sources for pleasure.  

• Use a variety of media. 

 • Explain role of U.S. citizenship and the symbols of America.  

• Attend to precision.  

• Communicate effectively.  

• Discuss positive and negative impacts of technology.  
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KINDERGARTEN 
Language Arts/ Social Studies  Students will:  • Under-
stand main idea, key details, words and meaning of text in 
fiction, nonfiction, and informational text. • Use complete 
sentences when speaking, writing, and describing. • Write 
from left to right and use capital and lower case letters while 
printing first and last name and writing simple stories. • Edit 
use of capital letters and punctuation. • Read for pleasure, 
make predictions, and summarize stories. • Identify initial, 
final, and medial phonemes and blend phonemes in one-
syllable words. • Identify common words. • Recite short po-
ems, rhymes, songs, and stories with repeated patterns. • 
Participate in collaborative conversations. • Use tools effec-
tively. • Keep records and make pictorial and written repre-
sentations. • Answer and ask questions. • Understand the 
importance of national and local holidays. • Define and give 
examples of rules and laws. • Identify difference between 
basic needs and wants. • Develop understanding of timelines. 
• Recognize importance of U.S. symbols and describe charac-
teristics of a good citizen. • Learn one’s phone number, street 
address, city, and state. • Identify basic landforms and use 
maps and globes. • Describe examples of seasonal weather 
changes.  

Mathematics / Science / Technology Students will:  • Un-
derstand number sense, including measurement, more or 
less, developing sets, comparisons, classification, and sorting. 
• Recognize patterns across disciplines such as day and night 
and even and odd. • Make sense of problems and solve them. 
• Explain, create, and predict calendars. • Identify cardinal 
directions, money and its values and uses, geometry, and 
classification. • Learn and write number names and count se-
quence from 1-20. • Reason abstractly and quantitatively. • 
Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of oth-
ers. • Model with mathematics and solve word problems. • 
Explore and use a variety of digital tools. • Understand the 
five senses and related body parts. • Observe and make pre-
dictions about plants, animals, and living and nonliving 
things.  
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FIRST GRADE 
Language Arts / Social Studies Students will:  • Under-
stand, describe, and retell key details and main topics in a 
text. • Read a variety of text, poetry, and prose independent-
ly and for pleasure. • Know and apply phonics and analysis in 
decoding words. • Understand organizations and basic fea-
tures of print. • Understand spoken words, syllables, and 
sounds. • Distinguish long from short vowel sounds. • Partici-
pate in collaborative conversations, activities, and texts. • 
Communicate ideas effectively. • Participate in shared reading 
and writing. • Clarify meaning of words. • Distinguish be-
tween information provided by pictures and words. • Under-
stand how to use media. • Write opinion pieces and edit work. 
• Understand how history tells the story of people and events 
of other times and places. • Identify celebrations and national 
holidays. • Distinguish between historical facts and fiction. • 
Create a timeline, use maps and globes, and explain purpose 
of laws. • Show respect and kindness to people and animals. 
• Recognize symbols that represent American constitutional 
democracy. • Demonstrate command of the conventions of 
American English – capitalization, punctuation, and spelling 
when writing. • Write and speak in complete sentences. • Add 
drawings and other visual displays to descriptions. • Compare 
and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters’ 
histories.  

Mathematics / Science / Technology Students will:  • Use 
mathematical terms to describe length, measurement, and 
number sense. • Make observations of the natural world with 
five senses. • Describe the major parts of a plant. • Identify 
correct names of body parts. • Know all plants and animals 
need air, water, food, and space. • Describe ways objects 
move. • Sort objects by size, shape, color, temperature, 
weight, texture, and density. • Describe objects in the sky 
and the law of gravity. • Communicate ideas effectively. • 
Recognize consequences of not following rules. • Describe 
and identify main topics and retell key details. Mathematics / 
Science / Technology • Clarify meaning of words. • Distin-
guish between information provided by pictures and words. • 
Attend to precision in mathematics, reading, and the scienc-
es. • Understand primary source and equal sign. • Write and 
develop understanding of addition, subtraction, and strategies 
for addition and subtraction for numbers 1-20.  
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SECOND GRADE 

Language Arts / Social Studies  Students will: • Learn how to communicate for 
social and instructional purposes within the school setting. • Create audio recordings 
of stories and poems. • Read a variety of texts, including fables and folktales, inde-
pendently. • Recall information from experiences or gather information to answer a 
question. • Determine the meaning of words and phrases in a text. • Answer who, 
what, when, where, and why questions. • Describe how characters in a story respond 
to major events and challenges. • Describe how words and phrases supply rhythm 
and meaning in a story, poem, or song. • Describe the structure of a story. • 
Acknowledge differences in the points of view of characters. • Comprehend litera-
ture. • Distinguish between long and short vowels. • Identify the main topic of a 
multi-paragraph text. • Publish, edit, and revise writings, including opinion pieces. • 
Evaluate contributions of various African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, 
veterans, and women. • Identify the Constitution as the document that established 
structure, function, powers, and limits of government. • Describe the impact of Na-
tive Americans and immigrants. • Explore the daily life of living in Colonial America. • 
Identify reasons people moved to the U.S. throughout history. • Explain economics, 
including spending and saving. Mathematics / Science / Technology • Extend under-
standing of base-ten notation. • Build fluency with addition and subtraction. • Look 
for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. • Count by fives, tens, and multi-
ples of hundreds, tens, and ones. • Understand place value. • Skip count. • Show 
proficiency counting within 1,000. • Compare three-digit numbers to hundreds, tens, 
and ones. • Fluently add and subtract within 100 and mentally add 10 or 100 to a 
given number. • Add up to four-digit numbers. • Tell and write time from analog and 
digital clocks. • Solve word problems concerning money. • Use standard units of 
measure and draw picture graphs, bar graphs, and shapes to represent data. • Rec-
ognize the locations and functions of major human organs. • Name healthy options 
to health-related issues or problems. • Compare and contrast the basic needs of all 
living things. • Discuss how people use electricity or other forms of energy to cook 
their food, cool or warm their homes, and power their cars. • Identify objects and 
materials as solid, liquid, or gas. • Recognize that Earth is made up of rocks of vari-
ous sizes and shapes. • Compare and describe changing patterns in nature, including 
weather conditions, temperature and precipitation, and seasons.  

Mathematics / Science / Technology Students will: • Investigate by observing 
and measuring the Sun’s energy. • Understand evaporation. • Investigate that air is 
all around U.S. and that moving air is wind. • State the importance of preparing for 
severe weather, lightning, and weather events. • Distinguish between empirical ob-
servation (what you see, hear, feel, smell, or taste) and ideas or inferences (what 
you think). • Explain how scientists alone or in groups investigate new ways to solve 
problems. 
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THIRD GRADE 

Language Arts / Social Studies Students will: • Read fluently. • Describe 
the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text. • Determine the mean-
ing of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases. • Deter-
mine main idea and key details in various texts. • Identify effective verbal 
and nonverbal communication. • Recount stories and explain central mes-
sage. • Describe characters in a story and meaning of words and phrases. • 
Refer to parts of stories when writing or speaking. • Distinguish own point 
of view from that of others. • Compare and contrast themes. • Read and 
comprehend literature. • Describe the logical connection between particular 
sentences and paragraphs. • Write, publish, and edit a variety of pieces 
including opinions and narratives. • Describe how government is organized 
at the local, state, and federal level. • Identify individual actions of citizens 
that showcase civility. • Identify uses of different types of maps and label 
countries in North America, oceans, and continents. • Identify five regions 
of the United States and label the states. • Identify cultures that settled in 
the U.S., Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean. • Describe weather, natural 
resources, and environments across America. • Describe scarcity and how 
it impacts immigration.  

Mathematics / Science / Technology Students will: • Interpret products 
of whole numbers. • Determine unknown numbers. • Apply operations as 
strategies to multiply and divide within 100. • Practice measurement skills. 
• Use shapes and identify, create, and note characteristics. • Solve two-
step word problems. • Identify patterns in arithmetic to round. • Fluently 
add and subtract within 1,000. • Multiply one-digit whole numbers. • Un-
derstand a fraction on a number line. • Understand fractions and explain 
equivalence of fractions. • Tell, write, and measure time. • Measure and 
estimate liquid volumes and masses. • Use technology to produce, publish, 
research, and create projects. • Recognize common childhood health condi-
tions. • Recognize that body parts and organs work together to form hu-
man body systems. • Add, subtract, multiply, or divide to solve one-step 
word problems involving masses or volumes that are given in the same 
units. • Show data by making a line plot. • Investigate and describe struc-
tures in plants and water and their roles. • Classify animals into major 
groups (mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish, arthropods, verte-
brates, and invertebrates). • Recognize that energy has the ability to cause 
motion or create change. • Demonstrate that light travels in a straight line 
until it strikes an object or travels from one medium to another and can be 
reflected, refracted, and absorbed. • Measure and compare the mass, tem-
perature, and volume of solids and liquids. • Describe the changes water 
undergoes when it changes state through heating and cooling by using sci-
entific terms of freezing, boiling, evaporation, and condensation. • Explore 
the Law of Gravity and investigate the stars. • Raise questions about the 
natural world, investigate them individually and in teams through free ex-
ploration and systematic investigations, and generate appropriate explana-
tions based on those explorations. • Recognize that words in science can 
have different or more specific meanings than their use in everyday lan-
guage (for example, energy, cell, heat/cold, and evidence). • Recognize 
that scientists use models to help understand and explain how things work.  
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FOURTH GRADE 
Language Arts / Social Studies Students will: • Read fluently. • Explain verbal and 
nonverbal communication. • Determine theme of a story, drama, or poem from details 
in text. • Describe in depth a character, setting, or event in a story. • Determine 
meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text. • Explain major differences 
between poems, drama, and prose. • Compare and contrast points of view and 
themes. • Make connections between the text of a story or drama and visual or oral 
presentations. • Determine meaning of academic and domain-specific words. • Com-
pare and contrast a firsthand and secondhand account of an event. • Interpret infor-
mation presented visually, orally, or quantitatively and integrate information. • Explain 
how an author uses reasoning. • Edit, revise, and design writings, including opinion 
pieces and research projects. • Produce clear and coherent writing. • Compare Ameri-
can tribes in Florida. • Understand significance of St. Augustine, Spanish rule, and how 
Florida became a U.S. Territory then a state. • Describe pioneer life in Florida and chal-
lenges Floridians faced during reconstruction and the Spanish American War, Florida’s 
role in World War II, the Great Depression, the Civil Rights Movement, the space pro-
gram, and finally, the impact of tourism on the state. • Sequence Florida through a 
timeline. • Learn and present about Florida governments and influential people. Mathe-
matics / Science / Technology • Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 
• Interpret a multiplication equation. • Multiply or divide to solve problems involving 
comparison and equations. • Determine if an equation is true or false. • Investigate 
factors and multiples. • Recognize multi-digit whole numbers. • Solve multi-step word 
problems with whole numbers and using operations. • Use place value to round multi-
digit numbers. • Fluently add and subtract multi-digit numbers. • Multiply, divide, and 
find whole number quotients and remainders. • Compare fractions with different nu-
merators and denominators. • Apply and extend understanding of multiplication. • Ex-
press and use a fraction with a denominator.  

Mathematics / Science / Technology  Students will: • Know relative size of 
measurement units. • Use operations to solve word problems. • Apply the area and 
perimeter formulas for rectangles. • Make a line plot to display a data set. • Recog-
nize and measure angles as geometric shapes. • Draw points, lines, segments, rays, 
angles, and perpendicular and parallel lines. • Recognize and use symmetry. • Iden-
tify the human body parts and organs that work together to form a healthy body. • 
Take notes and categorize information and provide a list of sources. • Know relative 
sizes of measurement units within one system of units including km, m, cm; kg, g; 
lb, oz; l, ml; and hr, min, sec. • Explain that although characteristics of plants and 
animals are inherited, some characteristics can be affected by the environment. • 
Recognize that animal behaviors may be shaped by heredity and learning. • Com-
pare and contrast the major stages in the life cycles of Florida plants and animals. • 
Trace the flow of energy from the sun as it is transferred along the food chain 
through the producers to the consumers. • Recognize ways plants and animals im-
pact the environment. • Observe and describe some basic forms of energy, including 
light, heat, sound, electrical, and the energy of motion. • Identify common materials 
that conduct heat well or poorly. • Recognize that an object in motion always chang-
es its position. • Investigate and describe the speed of an object. • Explore the Law 
of Conservation of Mass. • Investigate and describe magnets. • Observe and learn 
about the patterns of stars in the sky. • Relate that the rotation of Earth (day and 
night) and apparent movements of the Sun, Moon, and stars are connected. • Identi-
fy the three categories of rocks: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic and identi-
fy the physical properties of minerals. • Investigate how technology and tools help to 
extend the ability of humans to observe very small things and very large things. • 
Explain that science does not always follow a rigidly defined method (“the scientific 
method”) but that science does involve the use of observations and empirical evi-
dence. • Recognize and explain that scientists base their explanations on evidence. • 
Recognize that science involves creativity in designing experiments.  
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FIFTH GRADE 
Language Arts / Social Studies Students will: • Read fluently. • Quote accu-
rately from text and determine theme of story or poem from details in a text. • 
Compare and contrast two or more characters, settings, or events in a story. • 
Explain how chapters, scenes, or stanzas fit together. • Describe the narrator’s 
or speaker’s point of view. • Analyze how visual multi-media elements contrib-
ute to meaning, tone, or beauty of a text. • Determine the meaning of general 
academic and domain-specific words. • Compare and contrast overall structure, 
chronology, comparison, cause/effect, and ideas and concepts. • Gather infor-
mation from a variety of sources. • Use language and its conventions when 
writing, spelling, reading, or listening. • Conduct short research projects. • 
Write routinely over extended time frames. • Summarize the points a speaker 
makes and explain how each claim is supported by reasons and evidence. • Use 
primary and secondary sources to understand history. • Utilize timelines to 
identify and discuss history. • Compare cultural aspect of ancient American 
civilizations. • Identify and compare Native American tribes and their cultures. 
• Investigate the European explorers.  

Mathematics / Science / Technology Students will: • Explain two- and three
-dimensional models. • Write informational and explanatory texts to examine a 
topic. • Summarize a written or spoken list. • Reason abstractly and quantita-
tively. • Look for and make use of structure and express regularity in repeated 
reasoning. • Recognize a multi-digit number. • Read, write, and compare deci-
mals to thousandths. • Use place value to round decimals. • Fluently multiply 
multi-digit numbers. • Find whole number quotients. • Work with four-digit 
dividends and two-digit divisors. • Add, subtract, divide, and multiply fractions 
with like and unlike denominators. • Use parenthesis, brackets, or braces in 
numerical expressions. • Interpret multiplication as scaling. • Understand vol-
ume, perpendicular lines and axes, graphing, and attributes. • Develop a Venn 
diagram. • Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths. • Solve 
word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions referring to the 
same whole, including cases of unlike denominators. • Multiply a fraction or 
whole number by a fraction and interpret the product. • Make a line plot to dis-
play a data set of measurements in fractions. • Engage effectively in a range of 
collaborative discussions. • Know relative sizes of measurement units within 
one system of units. • Identify processes of reproduction in flowering plants. • 
Recognize that animal behaviors may be shaped by heredity and learning. • 
Compare the seasonal changes in Florida plants and animals to other regions. • 
Identify the human body parts and organs that work together to form a healthy 
body. • Observe and describe some basic forms of energy, including light, heat, 
sound, electrical, and the energy of motion. • Recognize that heat flows from a 
hot object to a cold object and that heat flow may cause materials to change 
temperature. • Identify properties and common uses of water in each of its 
states. • Explore the Law of Conservation of Mass. • Investigate and describe 
magnets. • Describe the changes in the moon over the course of a month. • 
Identify the three categories of rocks: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic. 
• Investigate how technology and tools help to extend the ability of humans to 
observe very small things and very large things. • Raise questions about the 
natural world, use appropriate reference materials that support understanding 
to obtain information, and conduct both individual and team investigations 
through free exploration and systematic investigations. • Explain that science 
does not always follow a rigidly defined method (“the scientific method”) but 
does involve the use of observations and empirical evidence. • Attempt reason-
able answers to scientific questions and cite evidence in support. • Compare 
the methods and results of investigations done by other classmates. • Keep 
records that describe observations. 
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GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
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M/J LANGUAGE ARTS 
Language Arts 1 

Read short stories and novels, listen to music, read newspapers, and even interview your 

family. You will also learn how to write interesting stories of your own.  

Recommended for 6th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1001010 Advanced Course Code:  1001020 

 

 

Language Arts 2 

Discover your own ability to write through reading, listening, and analyzing various texts, 

such as newspapers and novels.  

Recommended for 7th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1001040 Advanced Course Code:  1001050 

 

 

Language Arts 3 

Acquire the tools to understand and question yourself through writing. By the end of the 

course, you will have completed a portfolio of your own original writings.  

Recommended for 8th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1001070 Advanced Course Code:  1001080 

MIDDLE SCHOOL COURSES 
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M/J MATHEMATICS 
Grade 6 Mathematics 
Through games that reinforce and strengthen mathematics skills, you will have opportunities 

to demonstrate your knowledge of number manipulation in real-world scenarios.    
Recommended for 6th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1205010 Advanced Course Code:  1205020 

Grade 7 Mathematics 
Learn mathematics through animations, applications, videos, games, and real-world scenarios 

while creating, investigating, and demonstrating your knowledge.   

Recommended for 7th grade.  
Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1205040 Advanced Course Code:  1205050 

Grade 8 Pre-Algebra 
Gain a true understanding of higher level concepts such as functions and systems of equations 

while experiencing intrigue and fun in this hands-on course full of slideshows, applications, 

videos, and real-world scenarios.   

Recommended for 8th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1205070 

M/J SCIENCE 

Comprehensive Science 1 
This introduction to science focuses on energy, force, weather, climate, Earth’s systems, and 

living organisms. Explore topics in-depth and build a foundation for concepts covered in 

Comp. Science 2 & 3.   
Recommended for 6th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  20000010 Advanced Course Code: 2000020 

Comprehensive Science 2 
Explore the foundations of science, including energy, Earth’s changing features and struc-

tures, Earth’s history, genetics, heredity, and the organization and interaction of living organ-

isms.   
Recommended for 7th grade.  
Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  2001010 Advanced Course Code:  2001020 

Comprehensive Science 3 
Prepare for high school science courses with this introduction of new topics and review of 

science basics. You will learn more about the nature of science, Earth and space science, prop-

erties of matter, changes in matter, matter and energy, and energy flow.   
Recommended for 8th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  2003010 Advanced Course Code:  2003020 
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 M/J SOCIAL STUDIES 
World History 

Travel back in time to discover the secrets and benefits of our world’s history. You will learn 
about China’s ancient dynasties, the precision of Mayan astronomy, and India’s contribution 
to medicine.   
Recommended for 6th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  2109010 Advanced Course Code:  2109020 

Civics 

Explore the rights and responsibilities of United States citizenship and examine the structure 
and function of federal, state, and local governments. You will learn about geography and 
economics and the important roles citizens play in their communities.  
Recommended for 7th grade.   
End-of Course (EOC) exam required for promotion to high school. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  2106010 Advanced Course Code:  2106020 

United States History 

You will discover that history is full of adventure, colorful characters, and complex plots. Each 
plot is different and highlights an important story from our nation's past.   
Recommended for 8th grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  2100010 Advanced Course Code:  2100020 

 

M/J CAREER AND TECHNICAL  
EDUCATION (CTE) 
 

Business Keyboarding  

Using a special online library of software, you will gain typing speed while learning the proper 
technique to become a keyboarding master. You will also learn business skills to prepare for 
your future career. 

Credit: 0.5  Course Code:  8200110  
 

Computer Applications & Keyboarding  

This class is required for all full-time 6th graders and any 7th graders who have not already 

completed Computer Applications.  The content includes but is not limited to instruction in 

intermediate keyboarding, intermediate word processing, intermediate electronic presenta-

tion, intermediate computer hardware, intermediate Internet, introductory spreadsheet, and 

soft skills for business applications. Students will be introduced to entry-level student certifi-

cations in this course, with the opportunity to complete up to 4 certifications.  

Credit: 1.0                              Course Code:  8200520           
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M/J CAREER AND TECHNICAL  

EDUCATION (CTE), continued 
 

Coding Fundamentals 

This course is offered to middle school 7th and 8th grade students who train for the 

ICT gaming certification.  The content includes but is not limited to foundational knowledge and 

skills related to computer coding and software development using online coding programs. 

Credit: 1.0                                  Course Code:  9009200 

Fundamentals of Web and Software Development 

This course is offered to middle school 8th grade students who train for the CIW IBA 

certification.  The CIW core curriculum focuses on the foundational standards and job skills 

that enable the Internet to function, including Web design, development, administration, 

networking, databases, and security. CIW is comprised of an extensive series of curriculum 

and certification examinations teaching IT in foundational and specific career path subject 

matters.  This course will require a minimum of 3 lab hours per semester in the school 

resource room for extensive software training and exam prep. 

Credit: 1.0    Course Code:  9009500   
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  M/J ELECTIVES 

Career Research and Decision Making 

Learn how to set goals and develop an understanding about making informed career 

decisions. Throughout this course, you will participate in several self-assessment activities 

to help you become more aware of your unique interests, values, and skills.   

Recommended for 7th Grade or 8th Grade.  Required for promotion to high school.  

Credit: 0.5    Course Code:  1700060 

Creative Photography 1 

Learn and apply basic camera skills to photograph animals, people, and landscapes. You 

will select subjects, take photographs, and print and display memories in your own port-

folio.  

You must have access to a digital camera (cell phone cameras do not meet the require-

ment) to take this course.  

Credit: 1.0    Course Code:  0102040 

Creative Writing  

The purpose of this course is to enable students to learn and use writing and language 

skills for creative expression in a variety of literary forms. Emphasis will be on develop-

ment of a personal writing style.  

Credit: 1.0    Course Code:  1009000 

Fundamentals of Culinary Careers  

The purpose of this course is to assist students in making informed decisions regarding 

their future academic and occupational goals and to provide information regarding ca-

reers in the Hospitality and Tourism career cluster. The content includes but is not limited 

to the development of leadership skills, communication skills, and employability skills; 

resource management; exploration of careers in the culinary; food safety and 19 sanita-

tion; safe, proper use of culinary tools/equipment; interpreting recipes and developing 

menus; basic food preparation skills; front-of-the-house and back-of-the-house responsi-

bilities; artistic presentation of food; and the use of technology in the culinary field.  

Credit:  1.0    Course Code:  8809200 

Journalism 1 

The purpose of this course is to enable students to develop fundamental skills in the pro-

duction of journalism across print, multimedia, web, and broadcast/radio platforms and 

to become aware of journalism history, careers, ethics use, and management techniques 

related to the production of journalistic media. 

Credit: 1.0    Course Code:  1006000 
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 M/J ELECTIVES, (continued) 

Peer Counseling 

A leadership course that will help inspire students and equip them with skills 

such as time management, organization, and Growth Mindset. 

Credit: 0.5                     Course Code:  1400000 

M/J Spanish Beginning 

This course introduces students to the target language and its culture. Students will learn 

beginning skills in listening and speaking and an introduction to basic skills in reading and 

writing, in addition to culture, connections, comparisons, and communities. 

Credit: 1.0    Course Code:  0708000 

M/J Spanish Intermediate 

M/J Spanish Intermediate is a continuation of M/J Beginning Spanish. Students will expand 

their knowledge of the language and its culture. Students will be able to engage in basic 

listening and speaking activities. Basic skills in reading and writing, and culture, connec-

tions, comparisons, and communities are included. 

Credit: 1.0    Course Code:  0708010 
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HIGH SCHOOL COURSES 

ENGLISH 

English 1 

The purpose of this course is to provide students  integrated language arts study in read-

ing, writing, speaking, listening, and language for college and career preparation and read-

iness , using texts of high complexity. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1001310 Honors Course Code:  1001320 

 

English 2 

Encounter new vocabulary, refine the  grammar and mechanics of your writing,  and en-

gage in thought-provoking projects. Throughout the course, you will discover how the 

human experience is the foundation of the best stories, poems, plays, films, and articles. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1001340 Honors Course Code:  1001350 

 

English 3 

Acquire the language, reading, writing, and speaking/listening skills necessary for success 

in college, career, and beyond. Become a critical reader and thinker as you dive deeply 

into the texts presented throughout this course. You will learn how to effectively research 

and integrate your findings, as well as cite your sources. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1001370 Honors Course Code:  1001380 

 

English 4 

Choose pieces of literature that interest you; then analyze the subject matter and persua-

sively express your own ideas. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1001400 Honors Course Code:  1001410 
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MATHEMATICS 
Algebra 1 

Algebra 1 emphasizes the importance of algebra in everyday life through hundreds of real-

world examples.   

End-of-Course (EOC) exam graduation requirement: EOC pass/fail and 30% of final grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1201310 Honors Course Code:  1200320 

Geometry 

Geometry exists everywhere in the world around you. We use it to build bridges, design 

maps, or to create perspective in paintings.   

End-of–Course (EOC) exam required, 30% of final grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1206310 Honors Course Code:  1206320 

Algebra 2 

Starting with a review of basic algebra, you will learn polynomials, quadratic equations, 

exponential and logarithmic relations, and probability and statistics.   

End-of-Course (EOC) exam required, 30% of final grade. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:    1200330 Honors Course Code:  1200340 

 

Liberal Arts Math * 

Revisit key concepts from algebra and geometry while preparing you for your mathemati-

cal future.    *This course does not count for SUS admission or Bright Futures. 

Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  1207310 

 

Pre-Calculus Honors 

As a mathematical analyst, you will investigate how advanced math concepts can solve 

problems encountered in operating national parks. This course includes analytical geome-

try and trigonometry. 

Credit:  1.0  Course Code:  1202340 

 

Math for College Readiness 
Acquire skills needed for success in college level mathematics. You will explore expres-

sions, equations, statistics, and probability to learn Algebra and Geometry skills re-

quired for entry into college-level courses. 

Credit:  1.0  Course Code:   1200700 
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SCIENCE 

Anatomy & Physiology 

Explore the human body and learn how you can help your body cope with many different 
situations. You will study the structure, location, and function of various systems within 
the human body and how these systems interact. 
Credit: 1.0  Course Code:  2000350 Honors Course Code:  2000360 

Biology 1 

Explore the structure, function, diversity, and evolution of living matter by taking an in-
depth look at the fundamental characteristics of living organisms. You will have the op-
portunity to perform hands-on lab activities and develop relationships through collabora-
tive learning.  End-of-Course (EOC) exam required, 30% of final grade. 
Credit:  1.0  Course Code:  2000310 Honors Course Code:  2000320 

Chemistry 1 

This course covers key areas of chemistry, including atomic structure, chemical bonding 
and reactions, solutions, stoichiometry, thermochemistry, organic chemistry, and nuclear 
chemistry.  
Credit:  1.0  Course Code:  2003340 Honors Course Code:    2003350 

Forensic Science 

Fingerprints. Blood spatter. DNA analysis. Discover how clues and data are recorded 

and preserved, and examine some of the basic scientific principles that guide forensic 

laboratory processes like DNA testing, toxicology, and material analysis. This course 

focuses on techniques and practices used by forensic scientists during a crime scene 

investigation (CSI).  

Credit:  1.0  Course Code:  2002480 

Marine Science 

Delve deeply into Earth’s bodies of water and study geologic structures and how they 
impact the oceans. Investigate characteristics of various populations of aquatic life, pat-
terns of distribution, and ongoing changes occurring in our ecosystem.  
Credit:  1.0  Course Code:   2002500 Honors Course Code:    2002510 
 

Physical Science 

Build a foundation for studying physical sciences, including basic physics and chemistry. 
Topics include forces and motion, energy through waves, electricity and magnetism, the 
matter around us, chemical bonding, and reactions. 
Credit:  1.0  Course Code:   2003310 Honors Course Code:  2003320 
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 SOCIAL STUDIES 
World History 

Discover the connections between world events and eras, from the Roman Empire through the 

Industrial Revolution, and explore development in our modern world as well as the implications 

that historical events have on us today. 

Credit:  1.0  Course Code:  2109310 Honors Course Code:  2109320 

United States History 

Investigate the people, events, and ideas that have shaped the United States from the end of 

the Civil War through today while applying what you learn to real-world problems.   

End-of-Course (EOC) exam required, 30% of final grade. 

Credit:  1.0  Course Code:  2000310 Honors Course Code:  2000320 

Economics with Financial Literacy 

Become a more informed consumer, producer, investor, and taxpayer, and learn how your 

choices directly affect your future. 

Credit: 0.5   Course Code:  2102335 Honors Course Code:  2102345 

United States Government 

Explore the principles that inspired the Constitution and Bill of Rights and examine each branch 

of government, the election process, and how you can impact public policy. You will also discov-

er how the United States interacts with other countries. 

Credit: 0.5  Course Code:  2106310 Honors Course Code:  2106320 

 WORLD LANGUAGES 
Spanish 1 

Learn basic Spanish grammar to help build your fluency  and understanding, and apply what you 
learn through interactive games, written practice, listening, and speaking exercises. 
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  0708340 

Spanish 2 
Strengthen your Spanish listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills while experiencing the 
beauty and expressiveness of a language that is shared by different people and cultures 
throughout the world.   Prerequisite: Spanish 1 
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  0708350 

Spanish 3 
Spanish 3 provides mastery and expansion of skills acquired by the students in Spanish 2. Spe-
cific content includes, but is not limited to, expansions of vocabulary and conversational skills 
through discussions of selected readings. Contemporary vocabulary stresses activities which are 

important to the everyday life of the target language-speaking people.  Prerequisite: Spanish 1  
& Spanish 2 
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  0708360 
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  PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 

Health Opportunities through Physical Education (HOPE) 

Your path to lifelong fitness begins here. You’ll set a variety of goals that will guide you to-
ward leading a healthy lifestyle. During your journey, you’ll perform daily physical activity, 
design a personal fitness plan that suits your interests, and keep track of your fitness pro-
gress. You’ll monitor your exercise and nutrition using a personalized wellness plan.   
Graduation requirement. 
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  3206010 

 

Outdoor Education 

Develop your skills in outdoor activities  like boating and hunting, and learn about the bene-
fits of physical activity while using proper safety procedures to experience wildlife and out-
door and extreme sports. By meeting all of the requirements of the course, you will 
be eligible to obtain a state of Florida Hunter Education Certificate and Florida Boating Safety 
Education ID Card. 
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  1502480 
 

Personal Fitness 

Get started on your path to lifelong fitness by setting goals and working toward them. Along 
the way, you’ll perform daily physical activity, design a fitness plan, and keep track of your 
progress using an interactive wellness plan. 
Credit: 0.5       Course Code:  1501300 
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 CAREER & TECHNICAL  
    EDUCATION (CTE) 

ARTS, A/V TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATION 

Digital Design 1 

You should display proficient knowledge of defining a site, creating Web pages, 
editing and managing pages, authoring HTML code, formatting text and images 
with CSS, and using Adobe Dreamweaver CS6. The purpose of this course is to 
prepare you for the Adobe Certified Associate (ACA) Dreamweaver industry certifi-

cation exam.   **This course will require a minimum of 6 lab hours per semester in 

the school resource room for extensive software training and exam prep. 
This course provides a fine art credit to meet the art requirement for 
high school graduation. 

Credit:  1.0     Course Code:  8209510 

 

HOSPITALITY & TOURISM 

Culinary Arts 1 

This course covers the history of the food service industry and careers in that in-
dustry.  Also covered are safety in the workplace; employability skills; leadership/
teamwork skills; care and use of commercial culinary equipment; basic food sci-
ence; basic nutrition; and following recipes in food preparation labs.  
Credit:  1.0     Course Code:  8800510 
 

LAW, PUBLIC SAFETY, & SECURITY 

Criminal Justice Operations 1 

Explore the fields of law enforcement, the court system, and the correctional 
system. You will acquire technical skill proficiency, industry knowledge, higher-
order reasoning and problem-solving skills, general employability skills, and oc-
cupation-specific skills needed in all aspects of law, public safety, and security 
careers.     
Credit:  1.0     Course Code:  8918010 
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 CTE (continued) 

 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) 

Digital Information Technology 

The purpose of the course is to prepare you for the Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certifi-

cation exams in Word, PowerPoint, and Excel.   **This course will require a minimum of 6 lab 

hours per semester in the school resource room for extensive software training and exam 
prep. 
This course provides a fine art credit to meet the fine art requirement for high 
school graduation.  
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  8207310 

Emerging Technology in Business 

Instruction is designed to provide an understanding of the advances being made in technolo-
gy today and in the future, using a project-based learning approach. The content includes but 
is not limited to electronic research methods; business communications including speaking, 
listening, writing, and telecommunicating; multimedia presentation skills; ethical considera-
tions related to technology; and emerging technologies affecting business environments. 
Students will be able to choose from a variety of self-learning programs, including web de-
sign, graphic design (for those who have already completed Digital Design 1), and/or video 

production, all using Adobe products.  **This course will require a minimum of 6 lab hours 

per semester in the school resource room for extensive software training and exam prep. 
This course provides a fine art credit to meet the fine art requirement for high 
school graduation.  
Credit:  1.0                    Course Code:  8207010 
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ELECTIVES 
Anthropology 

The study of the differences and similarities, both biological and cultural, in human popula-
tions. Students recognize the characteristics that define their culture and gain an apprecia-
tion for the culture of others.  
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  2101300 
 

Creative Photography 1 

Develop your photography knowledge, including the basics of lighting, shutter speed, and 
composition. Gain an understanding of professional photography, learn what creates an eye-
catching photo, and build a portfolio of images. You must have access to a digital camera 
(cell phone cameras do not meet the requirement) to take this course.  
Provides fine art credit to meet the fine art requirement for high school graduation 
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  1083100 
 

Driver Education 

Develop safe driving skills by studying the Highway Transportation System, traffic signs, rules 
of the road, and how to make good choices behind the wheel. This course fulfills the Florida 
Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles (DHSMV) required completion of the 
Traffic Law & Substance Abuse Education (TLSAE). As an added benefit for completing the 
course, you will also be eligible to take the Florida Learner’s License (permit) exam online for 
FREE*!  
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  1900300 
 

Journalism 1 

Explore a career in journalism and learn how to write a news story, a feature story, and an 
editorial. Throughout this course, you learn best practices for conducting research and inter-
views, analyzing the reliability of sources, and self-editing.  
This course provides a fine art credit to meet the fine art requirement for high school grad-
uation.  
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  1006300 
 

Law Studies 

What are your rights as an American citizen? In this course, you will investigate aspects of 
family and consumer law, and learn how the state and federal court systems work. Gain an 
understanding of the judicial system and examine key differences between civil and criminal 
law.  
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  2106350 
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 ELECTIVES, CONTINUED 
 

Leadership Skills Development 
Succeed in high school, college, and beyond by taking your future into your own hands. In 
this two-semester course, you will learn how to take action, manage your time, chart your 
goals, and many other leadership techniques.   
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  2400300 
 

Parenting Skills 

The content includes but is not limited to parenting roles and responsibilities; nurturing and 
protective environments for children; positive parenting strategies; effective communication 
in parent/child relationships; multicultural diversity and trends in technology.  
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  8500300 
 

Peer Counseling 1 

Gain the skills to help you succeed in all areas of your life. You will learn how to take action, 
set goals, manage your time, and help your peers.  
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  1400300 
 

Peer Counseling 2 

The purpose of this course is to enable students to develop intermediate-level knowledge 
and skills in communication, personal and group dynamics, and conflict resolution.   
Prerequisite: Peer Counseling 1 
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  1400310 
 

Personal and Family Finance 

Why do we pay taxes? How do credit cards work? Learn proper money management skills 
and how to achieve financial success in this one-semester course. Find out how to avoid com-
mon financial mistakes, how to invest in your future, and how to manage your personal and 
family finances effectively.  
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  8500120 

 

Psychology 1 

Where do thoughts and memories come from? What are emotions? And why do we behave 
the way we do? In Psychology I, you will begin to understand the human mind by exploring 
the research and theories of some of the most brilliant psychologists throughout history. In 
addition, learn psychological tips that you can use every day, like how to cope and reduce 
stress.  
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  2107300 
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ELECTIVES, CONTINUED 
 

Psychology 2 

Through the study of psychology, students acquire an understanding of and an appreciation 
for human behavior, behavior interaction and the progressive development of individuals. 
The content examined in this second introductory course includes statistical research, psy-
chobiology, motivation and emotion, sensation and perception, states of consciousness, 
psychological testing, and social psychology.  
Prerequisite: Psychology 1 
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  2107310 

Social Media 

Explore your individual contribution and influential powers by identifying your digital imprint. 
In this course, you will examine the world through social media, where citizen journalism is 
the news, personal audiences are your critics and your supporters, and personal connection is 
subjective.  
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  1006375 
 

Sociology 

Through the study of sociology, students acquire an understanding of group interaction and 
its impact on individuals in order that they may have a greater awareness of the beliefs, val-
ues and behavior patterns of others. In an increasingly interdependent world, students need 
to recognize how group behavior affects both the individual and society. 
Credit: 0.5      Course Code:  2108300 
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  ADVANCED PLACEMENT 
 

AP English Language and Composition 

Read and analyze prose written in different periods, disciplines, and rhetorical contexts while 
gaining an understanding of the interactions among a writer’s purposes, audience expecta-
tions, and subjects.  
Prerequisite: English 1 & 2.  AP Exam required. 
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  1001420 
 

AP English Literature and Composition 

Develop critical standards for the appreciation of literary works and increase your sensitivity 
to literature as a shared experience.   
Prerequisite:  English 1, 2, & 3.   AP Exam required. 
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  1001430 
 

AP Psychology 

Immerse yourself in modern psychological techniques investigating the ethics and morality of 
human and animal research. In this college-level course, you will learn the psychological facts, 
principles, and phenomena associated with each major area of psychology and enhance your 
scientific critical thinking skills.  AP Exam required. 
Credit:  1.0      Course Code:  2107350 
 

AP United States History 

Examine key themes and events of our history, including American identity, diversity, religion, 
culture, war, and slavery, as well as economic, political, and demographic changes. You will 
also analyze globalization and environmental issues.  
Prerequisite:  World History.  AP Exam required. 
Credit: 1.0      Course Code:  2100330 
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If you didn’t find the answer to your 

question here, please don’t hesitate to 

contact us!  

239-337-8178 

http://lvip.leeschools.net 

The School Board of Lee County, Florida 

Gwynetta S. Gittens, District 5 (Chair) 
Chris N. Patricca, District 3 (Vice Chair) 

Mary Fischer, District 1 
Melisa W. Giovannelli, District 2 

Debbie Jordan, District 4 
Betsy Vaughn, District 6  

Cathleen O'Daniel Morgan, District 7 

Dr. Gregory K. Adkins 
Superintendent 

http://www.leeschools.net 

The School Board of Lee County, Florida, prohibits discrimination on the basis of age, 
color, disability, gender, national origin, marital status, religion, or sexual orientation. 

http://www.leeschools.net/
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